America’s gun laws and gun culture weaponize racism and bias, leading to homicides, police shootings, suicides, unintentional shootings, and everyday gun violence.

Racism and Bias in Gun Laws and Culture

- Gun Laws/gun Culture
  - Podcasts
    - The World Turned Upside Down
    - Stand Your Ground Laws, Culture, and What it Means
    - The Hidden History of the Jackson State Shooting
  - Articles/Reports
    - The Slave-State Origins of Modern Gun Rights
    - Firearm Regionalism and Public Carry: Placing Southern Antebellum Case Law in Context
    - The Right to Carry Firearms Outside the Home: Separating Historical Myths from Historical Realities
    - The Iconic Man With a Gun is a White Man
    - Gun Rights are about Keeping White Men on Top
    - Guns, Lies, and Fear: Exposing the NRA's Messaging Playbook
    - Origin of an Insurrection: How Second Amendment Extremism Led to January 6
  - Studies
    - The possessive investment in guns: towards a material, social, and racial analysis of guns
    - Racial Resentment and Whites’ Gun Policy Preferences in Contemporary America
    - Speaking of trauma: the race talk, the gun violence talk, and the racialization of gun trauma
  - Books
    - Gun Fight
    - A Well Regulated Militia
    - Loaded: A Disarming History of the Second Amendment
    - The Second- Race and Guns in a Fatally Unequal America

- Democracy
  - Podcasts
    - Gun Violence is a Democracy Issue
    - Voting Access Saves Lives
  - Reports/Programs
    - Voting Access Saves Lives

Gun homicide’s disproportionate impact on people of color

- General
Podcasts:
- "What's Underneath those Red Dots?"
- "Gun Violence and the Murder of Black TransWomen"
- "Tia Bell and the T.R.I.G.G.E.R. Project"
- "Bleeding Out"
- "On the Front Lines"
- "Who is the City Livable for?"

Articles/Programs:
- "What Did 2019 Tell Us About Gun Safety in D.C.? We Can Do Better."
- "Ahmaud Arbery's Murder is on Tape"
- "Combating Crime Guns"
- "What the 'Black-on-Black-crime' fallacy misses about race and gun deaths"
- "Mass Shootings in Black and White"
- "The Debate Over Crime Rates"
- "How the Gun Control Debate Ignores Black Lives"
- "Inner City Violence in the Age of Mass Incarceration"
- "Gun Violence as an Obstacle to Educational Equality"
- "Chicago's gun violence crisis is also a mental health crisis"

Studies/Reports:
- "Bridging the Response to Mass Shootings and Urban Violence: Exposure to Violence in New Haven, Connecticut"
- "A Neighborhood-Level Analysis of the Economic Impact of Gun Violence"
- "HUD Office of Policy Development and Research"
- "Violence Policy Center: Hispanic Victimization"
- "Social determinants of health in relation to firearm-related homicides in the United States: A nationwide multilevel cross-sectional study"
- "The acute effect of local homicides on children's cognitive performance"
- "Report on the Economic Impact of Homicides"

Litigation:
- "Powell v. Illinois"
- "Hernandez v Mesa (Brady Amicus)"

Organizations/Thought Leaders (other than those already linked in podcasts):
- "Community, Justice, Action Fund"
- "Ben McBride"
- "Eddie Bocanegra"
- "Kim Odom"
- "Dr. Joseph Sakran"

Police Shootings:
- Podcasts:
  - "What's Behind Fatal Encounters"
Police Reform, Public Safety, and Gun Violence Prevention

- Articles/Reports/Databases
  - Washington Post Fatal Force Database
  - Police, Power, and the Specter of Guns
  - The Overlooked Role of Guns in the Police-Reform Debate
  - Police Shootings are also part of America's gun violence problem
  - Activists: Police killings of Latinos lack attention

- Books:
  - When Police Kill

- Hate Crimes/Extremism
  - Podcasts:
    - Who, and What are the Boogaloo Bois
    - The Risk of Xenophobia, Guns, and Coronavirus
    - Cutting the Knot
  - Articles:
    - What do Shutdown Protests Have to do with Gun Extremism
    - A Lynch Mob of One
    - Hatred and Gun Violence: A Deadly Combination

- Litigation
  - Poway Synagogue Case

Link between racism and suicide

- Articles:
  - Sounding the alarm on black youth suicide
  - Why are white men stockpiling guns?

- Books:
  - Dying of Whiteness

- Studies
  - Racism, Gun Ownership and Gun Control: Biased Attitudes in US Whites May Influence Policy Decisions